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Abstract 

With today's immigration debate in the forefront of the American political arena, there are two 

legislative sides to consider from a philosophical standpoint In the pursuit of reforming the 

current, arguably broken, immigration system, the Senate has proposed and passed an 

immigration bill, S744; the House of Representatives currently does not have any legislation 

proposed and is suggesting a gradual approach to immigration - essentially addressing one 

problem at a time. The Senate is acting comprehensively yet extensively, and included many 

strong and controversial ideas, while the House of Representatives is seemingly airing on the 

side of caution when addressing the issue of immigration. Although immigration reform is 

perceived as a much needed, it is unlikely either of the current legislative perspectives could be 

successfully implemented. From a philosophical perspective it is questionable whether either 

should be implemented regardless, due to considerations of fairness. 
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Immigration Reform: Is S744 the Answer America is Looking For? 

Keefe 1' 

America has a long history of immigration, along with a long history of a variety of 

immigration systems and ensuing issues with immigration policy and immigrants themselves. 

Recently immigration issues have again come to the forefront of the American political 

landscape, with individuals and groups from both political parties calling for a reform to the 

current immigration system. The Senate responded last June by passing S744, the Border 

Security, Economic Opportunity, and Immigration Modernization Act, as a comprehensive 

method for immigration reform. However, there is room to question whether S744 can be 

successful - or even if the bill should be passed into law based on an assessment of the bill's 

fairness . The House ofRepresentatives, while also acknowledging a need for immigration 

reform, currently prefers a step-by-step approach with multiple bills as opposed to a 

comprehensive method. Thus it is uncertain whether immigration reform will soon become a 

reality. This is a broad overview ofthe current state of immigration in America. By examining 

the bill more in depth, I hope to prove that the success of the optimistic goals of S744 is 

questionable at best and it is uncertain whether S744 even should be implemented due to issues 

regarding its fairness, and thus ultimately determine if immigration reform will be accomplished. 

The Current Immigration System 

The first step to analyzing the current comprehensive proposal for immigration reform is 

to examine the current immigration system to determine why change is suggested at all. The 

current immigration system enforced by the Department ofHomeland Security and the United 
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State Citizenship and Immigration Services was passed in 1990 and is known as the Immigration 

and Nationality Act. Under this law, there is a ceiling of 675,000 on available immigrant visas, 

comprising specifically of 480,000 family visas and 140,000 permanent employment-based visas 

(USCIS). The permanent employment-based immigration visas are divided into five preferences, 

each subject to their own numerical limitations. Preferences largely include job eligibility, such 

as those persons with extraordinary abilities and members of professions holding advanced 

degrees. In addition to the numerical limits placed upon the various employment-based 

immigration preferences, the Immigration and Nationality Act also places a limit on how many 

immigrants can come to the United States from any one country (USCIS). Currently, no group 

of permanent immigrants, family-based immigrants, or employment-based immigrants from a 

single country can exceed seven percent of the total amount of people immigrating to the United 

States in a single year. The current system also provides various ways for immigrants with 

valuable skills to come on a temporary basis as well, including more than twenty types of visas 

for temporary nonimmigrant workers (USCIS). 

There are also an additional 55,000 "diversity" visas available under the current 

immigration system for immigrants adversely affected by 1965 immigration law; essentially 

Western Europeans - particularly Irish and Italian nationals - who previously lacked the family 

ties or special skills needed to obtain a visa to immigrate (USCIS). To be eligible for a diversity 

visa an immigrant must have a high school education or its equivalent in their home country, or 

have a minimum of two years' experience working in a profession requiring at least two years of 

training or experience within the past five years. A computer-generated random lottery drawing 

chooses selectees for diversity visas (USCIS). The visas are distributed among six geographic 

regions with a greater number ofvisas going to regions with lower rates of immigration, and 
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with no visas going to nationals of countries sending more than 50,000 immigrants to the United 

States over the last five years. No one country within a region may receive more than seven 

percent of the available diversity visas in any one year (USCIS). 

In order to qualify for Untied States citizenship under the Immigration and Nationality 

Act of 1990, an individual must have been classified as Legal Permanent Resident status- also 

known as holding a "green card" - for at least five years. An immigrant can apply for citizenship 

after three years of Legal Permanent Resident status if he obtained his green card through a 

United States citizen spouse or through the Violence Against Women Act (USCIS). There are 

other exceptions for members of the United States military who serve in a time ofwar or 

declared hostilities. Applicants for United States citizenship must be at least eighteen years old, 

demonstrate continuous residency, and demonstrate "good moral character" while also 

demonstrating they are unlikely to become a "public charge" - language that dates back to the 

beginning of American immigration policy. Applicants for United States citizenship must pass 

an English proficiency exam as well as a United States history and civics exams, pass an 

interview and screening process, and pay an application fee (USCIS). 

Problems and the Senate's Proposed Solutions 

The current system of immigration intended to adequately address immigration as 

occurring in 1990 and aimed to create a cohesive program for immigration; however, presently 

the immigration system is perceived as broken. The 1990 Act, and other subsequent efforts, did 

not end the trend of illegal immigration particularly across America's southern border. Because 

of insufficient border security, along with other enforcement factors, there are now an estimated 

eleven million individuals who are not legally present in the United States. The current 

immigration system cannot handle the legalization of these eleven million aliens, or at least 
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cannot do so in a timely manner. But there is concern over granting another amnesty for illegal 

immigrants, because another amnesty may signal to the global community eventually those who 

immigrate to the United States illegally will find status and will not effectively discourage future 

illegal immigrants. While any immigration proposal must find some solution for the eleven 

million, it must also successfully deter illegal immigration by securing the borders and 

preventing employment of illegal immigrants so every few decades there is not a mass amount of 

illegal immigrants plaguing the immigration system. Moreover, the current immigration system 

is deemed inefficient and complicated, thus making it difficult for those who want to immigrate 

legally to do so successfully. There is also debate over the current breakdown of family-based 

visas versus employment-based visas; traditionally American immigration policy has focused on 

family reunification but there are proponents for an immigration system favoring those who 

bring special skills or generally can fulfill tougher qualifications aside from family ties to an 

American. 

The United States Senate has devised the Border Security, Economic Opportunity, and 

Immigration Modernization Act as an attempt to address the aforementioned issues through one 

comprehensive bill. Section 2 of the S744 states America has a right and duty to maintain and 

secure its borders and to keep the country safe and prosperous. S744 also recognizes since 

America was founded, built, and sustained by immigrants, there is also a responsibility to 

harness the power of immigration tradition in a balanced way to secure a more prosperous future 

for Americans (U.S. Senate 2013). A delicate equilibrium must be maintained through effective 

immigration policies in order for both goals to be met. If successful, S744 aims to secure the 

sovereignty of the United States and to establish a coherent and just system for integrating those 

who seek to join American society. The bill is broken down into five sections which cover the 
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entire range of the immigration process - border security is Title I, immigrant visas are addressed 

in Title II, interior enforcement in Title III, reforms to nonimmigrant visa programs .is Title IV, 

and Title V is about jobs for youth (this section was added as an amendment and is directed 

towards low-income youth not necessarily towards immigrants) (U.S. Senate 2013). The 

Senators intended this legislation to correct the issues with immigration "by finally committing 

the resources needed to secure the border, modernize and streamline our current legal 

immigration system, while creating a tough but fair legalization program for individuals who are 

currently here" (Guide to S744). A new system for American immigration is introduced by 

creating a merit-based program for future immigration and creating stronger devices designed to 

facilitate immigrants' language acquisition, civic engagement, financial self-sufficiency, and 

upward economic mobility. 

Title 11-Provisional Immigrant Status 

I believe the most intriguing aspects of S744 comes from Title II, which outlines the new 

Registered Provisional Immigrant Status, future immigration programs, and plans for integration 

of immigrants and naturalization. Registered Provisional Immigrant Status is the solution S 7 44 

offers for the eleven million illegal aliens already present in the country. Registered Provisional 

Immigrant Status may be granted to an alien who meets the eligibility requirements, submits a 

completed application before the end of the period granted, and has paid the fee required and the 

penalty required. Eligibility requirements for Registered Provisional Immigrant Status include 

physical presence in the United States on or before December 31, 2011, no felony convictions, 

no aggravated felony convictions, less than three misdemeanor offenses, and no offenses under 

foreign law except purely political offenses, no instances of unlawful voting, and is not believed 

to have engaged or will engage in any terrorist activity (U.S. Senate 2013). Throughout the 
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period of admission as a registered provisional immigrant, a Registered Provisional Status 

Immigrant must be regularly employed, must not be likely to become a public charge, -Or must be 

able to demonstrate their average income or resources are not less than one hundred percent of 

Federal poverty level throughout the period of admission as a registered provisional immigrant. 

Any alien granted registered provisional immigrant status is not eligible for any Federal means 

tested public benefit, is not entitled to the premium assistance tax credit, shall be subject to the 

rules applicable to individuals not lawfully present set forth in section of the Patient Protection 

and Affordable Care Act, but will be assigned a Social Security number and card (U.S. Senate 

2013). The Secretary ofHomeland Security shall also classify the spouse or child of a Registered 

Provisional Immigrant as a Registered Provisional Immigrant dependent, if they meet all the 

same eligibility requirements. The status of a Registered Provisional Immigrant may not be 

adjusted to an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence until after the Secretary of State 

certifies immigrant visas have become available for all approved petitions for immigrant visas 

filed before the date of the enactment of this Act; basically this provision of Title II puts 

Registered Provisional Immigrants at the "back of the line" to become permanent residents and 

citizens as opposed to quickly accommodating these individuals who originally came to the 

United States illegally (U.S. Senate 2013). 

Along with registered provisional status is implementation of the Dream Act and a new 

Agricultural Worker Program - also referred to as Blue Card Status. A registered provisional 

immigrant may be adjusted to the status of a lawful permanent resident under the Dream Act if 

the immigrant demonstrates they have been a registered provisional immigrant for at least five 

years, was younger than sixteen years of age on the date on which the alien initially entered the 

United States, has earned a high school diploma or obtained a general education development 
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certificate, has acquired a degree from an institution of higher education or has completed at least 

two years in good standing in a program for a bachelor's degree/higher degree or has served in 

the Uniformed Services for at least four years, and has provided a list of each secondary school 

the alien attended (U.S. Senate 2013). Blue Card Status refers to an alien who has been lawfully 

admitted into the United States for temporary residence. The Secretary of Homeland Security 

may grant blue card status to an alien who has performed agricultural employment in the United 

States for not fewer than 575 hours or 100 work days during the last two years, submits an 

application, and is not deemed ineligible. Blue Card Status can also be extended to spouses or 

children of aliens who meet these requirements. However, Blue Card Status would only exist for 

eight years after S744 is enacted but it would allow these aliens to eventually apply for 

permanent residence status (U.S. Senate 2013). These two programs, the Dream Act and the 

Agricultural Worker Program, would give avenues to specific groups of aliens to gain legal 

status over time when they might not otherwise be able to under the new reforms. 

The proposals of Title II to address the eleven million undocumented aliens in the United 

States seem as acceptable and realistic as can be expected. The registered provisional status 

recognizes it is not possible to remove eleven million individuals through deportation, so rather 

the system must figure out a satisfactory method to find a status for these aliens. They cannot be 

left illegal as this puts a strain on the country in a variety of ways, and another amnesty raises 

concerns from those who believe continued amnesties will just encourage future illegal 

immigration. Registered provisional status can only be granted to those who demonstrate a 

decent moral character by having a clean criminal record, and those with registered provisional 

status must maintain employment to maintain status; thus, it does still provide a selective system 

regarding the eleven million and ensures the individuals are not likely to become a public charge 
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and are not draining the entitlement programs of the United States. Finally, registered provisional 

status also places the eleven million at the "back of the line" to receive permanent .residence 

status, meaning they will not pass those who proceeded legally through the immigration process. 

Hence, registered provisional status - along with the Dream Act - outlined in Title II seem to be 

a reasonable compromise for the issue of undocumented aliens already present in the United 

States. 

Title II- Future Immigrants 

Next in Title II is the new proposal for granting immigrant visas and permanent residence 

to future immigrants. As aforementioned, currently there are visas available based on family 

requirements and employment requirements. S744 proposes a shift to a merit-based system while 

also eliminating the diversity visa program of the current law. There is also a drastic decrease in 

the number of available visas - under the 1990 law there are 675,000 visas plus 55,000 diversity 

visas available each year, but if S744 was to become law only 120,000 merit based visas would 

be available yearly (U.S. Senate 2013). This number could be increased from year to year based 

on the previous year of immigration and unemployment rates. For instance, ifthe annual average 

unemployment rate for the civilian labor force eighteen years or older in the United States is 

more than eight and a half percent, then the worldwide level of merit-based immigrant visas may 

not be increased (U.S. Senate 2013). There are two tiers under the merit-based system; tier one is 

for higher skilled immigrants and tier two is for lower skilled immigrants. Each tier would 

receive fifty percent of the available visas each year, and those applicants with the highest point 

values in their tier would receive the available visas. To clarify part of the language of the point 

system before outlining the point allocations, Zone One Occupation requires little or no 

preparation, Zone Two Occupation requires some preparation, Zone Three Occupation requires 
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medium preparation, Zone Four Preparation requires considerable preparation, and Zone Five 

Occupation requires extensive preparation (U.S. Senate 2013). 

Aliens seeking to be a Tier 1 merit-based immigrant will be awarded points as follows 

based on their educational background: an alien with a doctorate degree shall be allocated 15 

points, an alien with a master's degree shall be allocated 10 points, and an alien with a bachelor's 

degree shall receive 5 points. Aliens will also receive points based on their occupation and length 

of employment; for example they will receive 3 points for each year the alien has been lawfully 

employed in a zone 5 occupation and 2 points for each year the alien has been lawfully employed 

in zone 4 occupations (U.S. Senate 2013). There are additional points for an alien who is 

employed full-time or has an offer of full-time employment in a field related to the alien's 

education. An alien who is an entrepreneur in a business employing at least two employees will 

receive extra points, as will an alien employed full-time in a high demand tier one occupation. In 

regards to more personal characteristics, an alien engaged in a significant amount of community 

service shall be allocated 2 points and an alien who received a score of 80 or more on the Test of 

English as a Foreign Language shall be allocated 10 points (U.S. Senate 2013). Points are also 

awarded based on age. An alien who is between 18-24 years of age shall be allocated 8 points, 

between 25-32 years of age shall be allocated 6 points, and between 33-37 years of age shall be 

allocate 4 points - above 3 7 years old no points are awarded for age. An alien who is a national 

of a country of which fewer than 50,000 nationals were lawfully admitted to permanent 

residence in the United States in the previous five years shall be allocated 5 points (U.S. Senate 

2013). This concludes the point system allocations for Tier 1 merit-based immigration. 

Aliens seeking to be a Tier 2 merit-based immigrant will be awarded two points for each 

year the alien has been lawfully employed in the United States, for not more than twenty points, 
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and an alien employed full-time in a high demand tier two occupation shall be allocated 10 

points or in a zone one or two occupation shall be allocated lO points. An alien who has been a 

primary caregiver shall be allocated ten points (U.S. Senate 2013). Furthermore, an alien with a 

record of exceptional employment shall be allocated 10 points; indicators of exceptional 

employment include promotions, longevity, good safety record, and pay increases. An alien 

engaged in a significant amount of community service shall again be allocated 2 points under the 

Tier 2 merit system, while for Tier 2 an alien who received a score of75 or more on the Test of 

English as a Foreign Language shall be allocated 10 points and a score of more than 54 and less 

than 75 shall be allocated 5 points (U.S. Senate 2013). The same points are awarded regarding 

age and number of other nationals who were lawfully admitted for permanent residence for the 

Tier 1 and Tier 2 merit based system. 

The point system for both Tier 1 and Tier 2 merit based immigration raises interesting 

questions about the government's purpose in future immigration. The government is acting in the 

best interest of itself through the new merit based system. The points are awarded heavily to 

individuals who are young and educated, essentially those who can positively contribute to 

America in some way. These young, educated immigrants are also favored if they are English 

speakers - and then are also likely quicker to adapt to American culture than trying to preserve 

their roots. Therefore, it seems as though the American immigration system is signaling to 

potential immigrants and the international community that immigration is meant to provide 

domestic benefit first and foremost regardless of the benefits to the individual. American 

immigration is no longer meant to be a new beginning for a poor but hardworking family from a 

developing nation. While there are many theoretical positions regarding immigration, ranging 

from relatively open borders to rather restrictive policies, here the implementation of a merit 
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based system seems to ensure the United States is predominately receiving individuals who will 

better American society and provide some sort of domestic benefit. No longer wil.l American 

immigration policy welcome those who hope to make a better life for themselves and pursue the 

iconic and idealistic "American Dream." To be fair, American immigration policy from the 

beginning has included provisions about moral character and likelihood to become a public 

charge - but the merit based system takes these ideas to a new level. 

For instance, under both Tier 1 and Tier 2 individuals only receive points up until 37 

years of age meaning America is rewarding those potential immigrants who are younger. A point 

allocation for younger immigrants can signify many things; for starters, younger immigrants will 

likely be more eager and willing to assimilate to American culture and lifestyles. Younger 

immigrants will likely become citizens or will end up having spouses or children who are 

American citizens, which will make younger immigrants further tied to America so they will 

become engrained as new Americans who will permanently reside in this country. Also a thirty 

year old immigrant will work longer than a fifty-five year old immigrant, meaning they not only 

contribute more to the American economy but they contribute more tax dollars over their life 

time. Thus a younger immigrant will pay more into the system before they start to collect 

benefits such as Social Security or Medicare. Along the lines ofMedicare, younger immigrants 

will also generally be in better health and be in better health for longer - since a large percentage 

of medical costs are incurred at the end of a person's life - which means these younger 

immigrants will not burden our Medicare, Medicaid, or Affordable Healthcare programs. In 

terms of education, those younger immigrants who come to America and are not educated would 

be more likely to educate themselves; this not only makes them more valuable economically, but 

also likely means they are paying tuition to our higher education institutions or worker training 
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programs. Through education, their jobs, or other possible factors, it seems these younger 

immigrants would also be more likely to learn English and would likely be able to learn it with 

more ease than an older immigrant. Therefore, America overall will likely receive greater 

benefits the younger an immigrant is which deters those over the age of thirty seven when trying 

to immigrate in the future . But, on the side of the immigrant, thirty seven is a rather young age 

to cut off points - a fifty year old immigrant could still be an asset to the United States but is 

disadvantaged in the immigration process simply due to their age. 

A further change to future immigrant visas is the requirements for family members to 

obtain status. Currently, those classified as "immediate relatives" eligible to receive permanent 

resident status are spouses, children, parents, and brothers and sisters of adult U.S. citizens or 

spouses and unmarried children of permanent residents. S744 would limit family visas greatly, 

changing "immediate relative" to mean child, spouse, or parent of a citizen or a child or spouse 

of an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence (U.S . Senate 2013). The U.S. citizen must 

be 21 years old in order for a parent to be considered an immediate relative. Furthermore, 

unmarried sons and daughters of an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence, but who are 

not children, shall be allocated visas in a number not to exceed 20 percent of the worldwide level 

of family sponsored visas (U.S. Senate 2013). The restriction on eligible family members for 

visas signifies a drastic change in American immigration policy; while previous immigration 

laws focused heavily on family reunification, now the proposed system wants to ensure qualified 

individuals are the large majority of those immigrating to the United States. 

After outlining the system for future immigration, Title II then addresses what to do in 

regards to integrating those immigrants who are able to come to the United States. S744 defines 

the term immigrant integration as the process by which immigrants join the mainstream civic life 
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by engaging and sharing ownership in their local community, the United States, and the 

principles of the Constitution, attain financial self-sufficiency and upward economic mobility for 

themselves and their family members, and acquire English language skills and related cultural 

knowledge necessary to effectively participate in their community (U.S. Senate 2013). For 

starters, the naturalization process itself is altered through the integration section to reduce 

barriers to certain groups hoping to naturalize. For instance S744 prohibits the Secretary of 

Homeland Security from requiring an electronic method to file citizenship applications. The 

English requirement is also waived for certain groups, such as individuals with developmental 

disabilities or mental impairments or those individuals over a certain age who have been a 

permanent residence for a specified period of time (U.S. Senate 2013). Federal officers, 

including the Chief of the Office of Citizenship and New Americans, must implement a strategy 

to enhance the public awareness of naturalization ceremonies - such as using historic locations 

as venues for the ceremonies. The integration section further creates a Task Force on New 

Americans, designed to combine the efforts of multiple federal agencies and address issues 

integral to the lives of new immigrants and the communities they settle in. This includes access 

to youth and adult education, workforce training, healthcare policy, naturalization assistance, and 

community development (US. Senate 2013). The United States Citizenship Foundation is also 

founded through the integration section, which has the purpose of expanding preparation 

programs for permanent residents, providing assistance to those seeking provisional immigrant 

status, legal permanent residence status, and naturalization, and to coordinate integration efforts 

between federal, state, and local entities. There will also be grants made available to implement 

programs to provide assistance, such as legal assistance, to individuals preparing their initial 

applications (US. Senate 2013). 
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While some of these integration efforts seem welcoming, there is also the question of the 

underlying motivation for these efforts. It seems as though the federal government is .putting in a 

great deal of effort towards integrating new immigrants; combined with some factions of public 

opinion towards immigrants and immigrant enclaves, it may seem as though S744 attempts to 

"Americanize" all newcomers. By putting such effort to assimilate immigrants, along with the 

merit based system favoring young, educated individuals, it appears the new immigration system 

of S744 wants to ensure a cohesive American cultural identity and guarantee future immigration 

is domestically beneficial. As aforementioned, some immigration theorists argue this is the right 

of a nation when it comes to immigration and a country should do what is in the best interest of 

its citizens and its interests. In the past, however, this has not been the tradition of American 

immigration - which instead claimed to welcome anyone into a land of opportunity and embrace 

cultures into the American melting pot. Perhaps times have changed, and the America of the 

twenty first century is no longer welcoming to the tired, poor, huddled masses but rather is 

looking to advance its own interests and its own cultural identity. 

Title I 

Outside of Title II, the remainder ofS744 outlines the other measures necessary to create 

and maintain an effective immigration process in America. Title I sets forth the plan for a secure 

American border, which is seen as necessary for any of the changes of Title II to effectively alter 

the immigrant situation and to implement a functioning immigration system. However, Title I 

also defines "effective control" of the border as persistent surveillance of one hundred percent of 

the border and a ninety percent success rate in preventing illegal crossings (U.S. Senate 2013). 

These are not just eventual goals, but necessary measures before other crucial aspects of S744 

are ever implemented - and frankly these high standards seem unrealistic and unattainable in the 
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near future due to the current status of border security. Currently it is estimated hundreds of 

individuals attempt to illegally cross the border every day, so to think achieving .a high 

percentage of deterrence for illegal crossings is possible seems idealistic at best. 

The plans of Title I seem rather expensive as well because they include large increases in 

U.S. Customs and Border Protection officers along with increased fencing, increased Border 

Patrol stations, and increased technology to maintain 24/7 surveillance (U.S. Senate 2013). Title 

I will also expand the number of attorneys and administrative staff in the Tucson U.S. Attorney 

Office, support staff and interpreters in the Tucson Court Clerks Office, pre-trial services, 

activities of the Tucson Federal Public Defenders Office, and additionally marshals in the 

Tucson United States Marshals Office tD perform intake, roordination, transportation, and court 

security in order to increase the number of border crossing prosecutions in the Tucson Sector of 

the Southwest Border Region (U.S. Senate 2013). These border crossing prosecution proceedings 

- Operation Streamline - are already viewed as controversial, and having witnessed the 

proceedings and spoken to those involved myself it seems increasing to 210 prosecutions a day is 

impracticable. 

U.S. Customs and Border Protection training programs will also change under Title I, to 

include appropriate preparation in the areas of: identifying and detecting fraudulent travel 

documents, civil, constitutional, human, and privacy rights of individuals, the scope of 

enforcement authorities, including interrogations, stops, searches, seizures, arrests, and 

detentions, the use of force policies issued by the Secretary ofHomeland Security, immigration 

laws, including screening, identifying, and addressing vulnerable populations, such as children, 

victims of crime and human trafficking, and individuals fleeing persecution or torture, social and 

cultural sensitivity toward border communities, the impact of border operations on communities, 
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and any particular environmental concerns in a particular area (U.S. Senate 2013). Bettering the 

training programs seems like a beneficial objective so hopefully the officials can be more 

effective without having to continue to increase their numbers, as well as the positive attributes 

of the training program for border security, the immigration system, and foreign relations as a 

whole. In regards to the border security objectives overall, the purpose behind these regulations 

are clear - the Senate believes without a secure border, immigration reform will not be effective 

and long-lasting. While this may be true, the objectives outlined in Title I seem too lofty to be 

practical or attainable. 

Title III 

After depicting the new systems for border security and future immigration, S744 

progresses to Title III, which focuses on interior enforcement. The interior enforcement section, 

much like the border security section, outlines procedures seen as necessary to ensure successful 

and effective immigration reform. Title III begins with improvements and expansions to the 

Employment Verification System - E-Verify - already in use. All agencies and departments in 

the executive, legislative, or judicial branches of the Federal government will now be required to 

participate in the Employment Verification System, as will all Federal contractors {U.S. Senate 

2013). The Secretary ofHomeland Security will notify an employer required to participate in the 

Employment Verification System not later than ninety days before the date on which the 

employer is required to participate, and under new regulations eventually all employers will be 

required to use this system. Employers who fail to comply with federal regulations regarding 

employment verification and continue to employ undocumented workers will receive civil 

penalties up to $7,500 for each illegal alien employed, and subsequent penalties can result in as 

much as a $25,000 civil penalty per illegal alien employed (U.S. Senate 2013). In an effort to 
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avoid false documents, the Commissioner of Social Security will work to administer and issue 

fraud-resistant, tamper-resistant, wear-resistant, and identity theft-resistant social security cards 

and the Secretary of Homeland Security will explore the feasibility, advantages, and 

disadvantages of including other biometric information in addition to a photograph on each 

employment authorization document (U.S. Senate 2013). 

Title III also includes changes to the legal system in the realm of immigration. First, the 

Attorney General will increase the total number of immigration judges to resolve current pending 

cases and efficiently process future cases, and each immigration judge shall be ensured the 

assistance ofthe necessary support staff (U.S. Senate 2013). Further, some aliens will be 

appointed counsel, at the expense of the government and through the Attorney General, to 

represent them in a removal proceeding; an unaccompanied alien child, someone incompetent to 

represent himself due to serious mental disability, or someone who is considered particularly 

vulnerable would be examples of those who would be appointed counsel in removal proceedings 

(U.S. Senate 2013). An Office ofLegal Access Programs will also be established to develop and 

administer a system of legal orientation programs to make immigration proceedings more 

efficient and cost effective. These programs will educate aliens about administrative procedures 

and legal rights under U.S. immigration law and will assist in providing aliens who do not 

receive counsel with access to legal information (U.S. Senate 20 13). Since the current 

immigration system is criticized for its inability to afford proper legal assistance to immigrants, 

especially those who are uneducated or speak another language, this proposal provides a 

substantial development in conveying legal rights to immigrants and ensuring they have fair 

treatment under our legal system. At the same time though, Title III also includes harsher 

punishments to aliens committing offenses- for instance, an alien convicted of three or more 
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offenses on separate dates related to driving under the influence or driving while intoxicated is 

inadmissible and is deportable (U.S. Senate 2013). So even though there are more opportunities 

for legal assistance and understanding, there are also more legal provisions to be aware of and 

potentially harsher results regardless ofcounsel representation. 

Title IV and Title V 

As aforementioned, S744 lastly includes Title IV on Nonimmigrant Visas and Title V .on 

Jobs for Youth to complete the immigration overhaul the bill proposes. Of those two sections, 

-one take away point relevant to this analysis is Title IV mandates the Secretary of State will 

require U.S. diplomatic and consular missions to conduct visa interviews for nonimmigrant visa 

applications in an expeditious manner, with a goal of interviewing eighty percent of all 

nonimmigrant visa applicants worldwide within three weeks of receipt of application (U.S . 

Senate 2013). This provision again shows S744 plans to give a comprehensive system for 

immigration which will better fit current needs and provide more expeditious, yet sometimes 

tougher, services. 

Costs 

Such a large immigration proposal seemingly brings a large expense with it, and in a time 

of recent economic recession and concern over government spending this may prove detrimental 

to S744. The Congressional Budget Office and Joint Committee on Taxation found just the 

opposite however, claiming if enacted, the bill would decrease federal budget deficits by $158 

billion from 2014-2023 and would boost the U.S. economy as a whole without negatively 

affecting U.S. workers (Congressional Budget Office 2013). Essentially, the Congressional 

Budget Office is claiming the increase in revenues would offset the increase in spending. The 

boost to the U.S. economy would come through revenues mostly attributable to the expansion of 
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the size of the labor force - estimated by the Congressional Budget Office to include an 

additional 9.6 million people residing in the United States- and secondarily to the legalization of 

current undocumented workers, along with additional collection of income and payroll taxes 

from those legalized workers. The Congressional Budget Office does concede though "the 

projections ofthe budgetary impact and other effects of immigration legislation are quite 

uncertain because they depend on a broad array of behavioral and economic factors that are 

difficult to predict" (Congressional Budget Office 2013). Therefore, while the Congressional 

Budget Office and Joint Committee on Taxation do not see S744 as a definite economic issue, 

they do admit it could potentially be economic issue so legislators should exercise caution when 

approving increases to spending relating to S744. 

Reform in the House of Representatives 

While this concludes the discussion on immigration reform through the Senate and S744, 

what about the House of Representatives? The House ofRepresentatives have yet to offer a 

comprehensive plan like one of the S744, and it is uncertain they ever will . Republican members 

ofthe House ofRepresentatives, who currently hold the majority in the House of 

Representatives, have released an outline for addressing broad immigration principles, in areas 

such as border security and a solution to the eleven million undocumented immigrants already 

present in America. However, they are more interested in passing single-issue immigration bills 

addressing these issues as opposed to a comprehensive immigration reform. 

Moreover the House of Representatives is running out of time to pass any kind of 

immigration reform - comprehensive or otherwise. The House is heading into the mid-term 

election cycle, meaning it will be difficult to pass any kind of legislation the closer we get to 

November. After the mid-terms, both political parties and the country as a whole will begin to 
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focus on the 2016 election cycle. This could mean immigration reform will once again be pushed 

tD the side, Dr at least it will get pushed aside by CDngress and the President will act instead. 

President Obama made it clear in his State ofthe Union address this past January that 

immigration reform was tD happen this year, citing the econDmic benefits immigration refmm 

brings. He stated "immigration reform will grow our economy and shrink our deficits by almost 

$1 trillion in the next two decades. And for good reason: when people come here to fulfill their 

dreams - to study, invent, and contribute to our culture -they make our country a more attractive 

place for businesses to locate and create jobs for everyone". This raises a central question - if 

Congress doesn't take the necessary steps for immigration reform, will the executive branch 

unilaterally begin the immigration reform they clearly hope to see? It is impossible to truly know 

the answer until the House of Representatives offers more information on their plans, or ideally 

introduces some sort of legislation regarding immigration reform. But since the Senate has 

recognized the importance of immigration reform, and has done so almost a year ago, the House 

of Representatives must offer some sort of response to avoid leaving the calls for immigration 

reform unanswered. 

Analysis 

Now that the options for immigration reform have been identified, the larger question 

beromes not will the proposals be implemented but rather shDuld they be. Scholars offer many 

different views about what constitutes a just immigration policy, and it is questionable whether 

S744 fits the criteria fm a just immigration law. At Dne end Dfthe spectrum is ChristDpher Heath 

Wellman, who would see S744 as completely justifiable- in fact he would likely argue that it 

could even be harsher. In his article "ImmigratiDn and FreedDm Df AssociatiDn", Wellman romes 

to the stark conclusion that every legitimate state has the right to close its door to all .potential 
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immigrants, even refugees desperately seeking asylum. The basis for Wellman's strict view on 

immigration stems from the freedom of association and a derivative right to exclude; 

consequently, Wellman sees it as the right of a group of citizens of a legitimate state to determine 

who they would like to invite into their political community - if they would like to invite anyone 

at all. Since an individual has the right through the freedom of association to not associate with 

any group, Wellman sees a state as having the same freedom of association which entitles it to 

exclude all foreign nationals. Wellman does make an important distinction regarding limiting 

immigration based on ethnic, cultural, or religious characteristics though, stating that this kind .of 

selective immigration policy will insult those. citizens present in the country sharing those 

qualities. Therefore, through this overview, it is fair to suggest that Wellman would approve of 

the merit based immigration system proposed in S744 since it aligns with his idea that the 

citizens should select who is allowed to join the political community. Wellman would also favor 

the strict border regulation proposed in S744, as he defends a state's right to control its border as 

a part of their freedom of association and right to exclude. 

Another point in Wellman's argument would likely be seen favorably by some factions of 

the American immigration debate; in his argument Wellman states that given that the place 

someone is born into is a result ofbrute luck, inequality alone does not generate sufficient moral 

obligation to the wealthy and prosperous states to open their borders to those searching for 

opportunity. Instead, there may be an obligation to assist in global distributive justice- such as 

by sending monetary aid to developing areas - but there is not an obligation to allow citizens of 

those countries to immigrate in search of a better future. Some American constituents may see 

this as further justification for the merit based system, since it not only gives some potential to 

select those who join the community but also allows for more immigrants to come who will 
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benefit American society than just immigrants who will solely personally benefit from coming to 

America. As I believe is evident from describing his argument, Wellman's view ov.erall seems 

too radical to justify an immigration policy as fair due to its extreme favoring of the state in all 

immigration matters and thus should not be employed to show whether S 7 44 should be 

implemented. The interests of the state do play a part in the determination of the proper 

immigration system, but it is not the only factor. It may not be the job of a country to accept 

immigrants, but rejecting all immigrants or even only accepting a small, selective group would 

have a negative impact on foreign relations especially in such a globalized world. Furthermore, it 

is difficult to devise an effective, infallible system to determine who should be excluded and who 

is free to associate since an immigrant's current situation is not necessarily indicative of their 

future in their new country; hence, a country should allow for a greater acceptance of immigrants 

than Wellman suggests in his arguments since immigration can be more beneficial than he 

indicates. 

Michael Huemer holds a very different view than Christopher Wellman, suggesting 

immigration restrictions are a prima facie rights violation of potential immigrants which requires 

those advocating such a restriction to prove its necessity. The state's interests, according to 

Huemer, can be protected and even advanced without needing immigration restriction; for 

instance, American culture will not be threatened through immigration as it is too strong and 

established, and a "flood" of immigrants who would drain American social programs and strain 

the economy is also unlikely due to a variety of factors that keep individuals from migrating. 

While Huemer does admit there is absolutely a reason to exclude certain immigrants, ordinary, 

noncriminal immigrations who wish to leave their country for what he describes as morally 

innocent reasons should not face as many restrictions as they currently do. Hence, it is fair to 
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assume that Huemer would not classify S744 as a just immigration proposal since it does place 

many more restrictions without necessarily justifying such an action, which Huemer would deem 

a prima facie rights violation. But again, Huemer may not be the best scholar to apply to S744 as 

he greatly favors the position of the immigrant when examining immigration systems and this 

could potentially compromise the position of the state. Huemer may have a point in trying to 

protect individual immigrants' rights more than S744 does. However, the country must also be 

able to have some minimal restrictions to protect its interests as well- even ifHuemer rules the 

negative consequences of immigration as an unlikely phenomenon. If for nothing else, 

immigration is an issue that affects the day to day functioning of a country through education, 

economics, diversity, and much more, so the state must be able to have some way to properly 

address and regulate these issues. There could definitely be a better system that more equally 

balances the rights of the individual and the rights of the state than does S744, or even an 

acceptable system that does favor the individual rights a bit more, but to completely attribute all 

rights to the individual seems to place at least some unfair disadvantages onto the state. 

After looking at two strong views at opposite ends ofthe spectrum of immigration policy, 

Michael Blake offers a more moderate position which seems an acceptable guideline for 

examining S744. Blake responds directly to Christopher Wellman actually, noting he is incorrect 

in treating the freedom -of association as a trump card when dealing·with immigration policy. 

Rather, the freedom of association plays a role within a larger complex balancing of rights. No 

one political right comes to the forefront of the debate of immigration policy, as many are 

significant to the state and its current citizens as well as potential immigrants, but all the 

applicable rights must be taken into account in order to properly assess the fairness of an 

immigration policy proposal. Blake looks to those citizens who do not want to mingle with 
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immigrants and those potential immigrants, and when balancing rights here it seems the rights of 

the potential immigrant are stronger - the citizen is never forced to mingle with anyone, and so 

his desire to avoid interacting with foreign immigrants is likely not stronger than the immigrant's 

rights, assuming of course the immigrant is not a criminal or does not have some sort of bad 

motivations for coming to America. The example provided proves there is not one answer, but 

instead the rights ofall involved must be balanced in the most appropriate way to create a just 

immigration policy. 

When it comes to S744, the rights do not seem to be balanced but actually favorthe state 

and its citizens. It may seem natural for the domestic interests to be somewhat favored in an 

immigration policy, since the state and its citizens are the ones to create and pass the policy, but 

with S744 the domestic interests are heavily protected. The merit based system and the 

numerical restrictions on immigration visas seem to provide a great obstacle to those hoping to 

immigrate to America in the future without any solid justification for doing so, other than greatly 

protecting domestic interests in who is joining American society. 

The increased border protection could be seen as an attempt to protect the lives of those 

who dangerously attempt to cross into America, but more realistically the increase border 

provisions are to protect the rights of those who do not want undesirable foreigners joining 

American society. One of the few provisions protecting the rights of the immigrants coming to 

America is found in the Integration section and provide additional assistance, such as legal 

assistance, to new immigrants. However, this assistance would largely only be available to those 

who have already been permitted to immigrate through the rigorous merit based system and 

numerical limits. Another protection of the immigrants' rights comes through the registered 

provisional status, as providing a path to legal status is in the best interest of the eleven million 
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immigrants already present in the United States rather than attempting to deport them all. 

Arguably, registered provisional status is the best for domestic interests as well since deportation 

or criminalization would be costly and time consuming, and incredibly difficult to implement. 

Overall though, S744 unjustly favors domestic rights and interests through its new policies and 

procedures so that future immigration would be challenging and restrictive. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, S744 does seem to have some strong, worthwhile ideas for a much needed 

immigration reform. But at the same time, the bill offers some radical changes for American 

immigration policy which are not just for all parties involved. It also includes some provisions 

that just do not seem feasible. I do believe immigration reform is necessary for many reasons but 

I am not convinced S744 will be the bill to accomplish it, at least in its current form due to issues 

with implementation and fairness. However, the potential piece by piece approach of the House 

of Representatives may result in a half complete immigration system, pieces that do not fit 

together properly, or immigration reform that takes such an extended period of time that when it 

is finally completed it needs to be changed again. Thus comprehensive immigration reform is a 

better option from a legislative perspective, but between the strict border security expectations 

and the fundamental change to a merit-based immigration system, it seems unlikely S744-

unchanged- should be implemented as the solution for American immigration policy. 
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